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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper is written for aspiring leaders and managers. Each of us will be asked to lead, manage, and/or follow at various times and in many different situations in our journey of life. This paper is written to assist aspiring leaders and managers discover and develop their leadership and management abilities. The paper is organized per the following outline:

- Introduction
- Establishing Credibility
- Enthusiasm and Desirable Habits of Effective People
- Leadership and Management
- Situational Analysis and Leadership Styles
  - Leadership as a Student (discussed in Introduction)
  - Leadership as a Forest Scientist
  - Leadership as a Teacher and Professor
  - Leadership as a Department Head
  - Leadership as a Practicing Forester and Agency Official
  - Leadership as an Advocate
  - Leadership as a Concerned Citizen
  - Family Leadership
- Case Study: California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection
- Summary, Key Points
INTRODUCTION

Our journey in life can be compared perhaps to that of a flowing river. The river is tranquil in some locations and turbulent in other places. Life for each of us takes on multiple dimensions in relation to our health, fitness, faith, self-development, family, community service, and work goals. All of these goals require that we assume a leadership and a management role for ourselves, family members, friends, colleagues, co-workers, and mutual goal oriented associates. Leadership and management are terms that people often only associate with higher level positions. However, we make very important life affecting decisions each and every day. Those personal, family, community, and work related decisions and the associated work related to them require leadership and management for each and every one of us as we journey through life.

The idea of a flowing river\(^1\) (Figure 1) fits this discussion on leadership as our journey through life is filled with numerous challenges and opportunities some of which are easy to negotiate and others of which are quite tumultuous. Navigating our journey of life to assure survival, happiness, sustainability, prosperity and so much more requires good leadership and management skills. Rarely are people born leaders but rather for most of us education, training, mentoring, and learning by doing experience are required to develop the leader and manager in each of us. The journey is both challenging and transcendent.

\(^1\) The Kyrönjoki and Seinäjoki rivers in South Ostrobothnia (i.e., Etelä-Pohjanmaa) are a major part of the landscape in and around Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences and the communities of Seinäjoki and Ilmajoki. The inspiration, motivation, and a perceived need to develop this paper originated in this suomalainen (i.e., Finnish) landscape.
At first I balked at the idea of developing a paper and associated lectures regarding my American leadership experiences as I know that there are many more people much more qualified to do so. Yet my life has been filled with situations where I had to take the lead to do what needed to be done, to challenge the system, to achieve long-term goals and objectives, and so much more.

So it will be Finland that will serve as the backdrop for this paper on leadership as SeAMK University leaders asked me to lecture and lead the way for aspiring students and graduates in a variety of areas (e.g., forestry, agriculture, engineering, technology, other professional and vocational disciplines).

Picture Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences (SeAMK) in South Ostrobothnia (Etelä-Pohjanmaa) in central Finland with its working farms and forests, flowing rivers and lakes, peatlands and blueberries (mustikka) with hard working Finnish (suomalainen) people living in harmony with the land (maa) and its wonderful variety of associated ecosystems. The Finnish people have led the way in their quest to achieve sustainability and balanced use. It was here in Finland (Figure 2) that I was asked to develop a paper and deliver lectures on leadership in forestry, natural resources, agriculture, and associated professional areas.

Figure 2. A Typical View of a Sustainably Managed Finnish Landscape (Photo: D. Piirto)
Each of us as we journey through life will face many challenges and opportunities requiring leadership and management on our part to achieve our goals, live our lives, and prosper. It is in this context that I write this paper on leadership and management sharing what I have learned from the personal and professional challenges that have been a part of my life. This paper will include a discussion on: good habits of effective people, leadership, management, leadership styles, associated work of leaders/managers, and principles of leadership in relation to the kinds of challenges and opportunities that a forester, forest scientist, university professor, agency employee, community college teacher, international consultant, practicing professional, student, and family person will face in life. Examples of personal and professional life challenges will be enthusiastically described and discussed (e.g., California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection case study in relation to: historical overview, key legislation, appointment process, roles, responsibilities, and how things work). Key points are highlighted throughout the paper.

We are each asked to lead in various ways. My career leadership story for example began the day my father (Isä), Rueben A. Piirto a US Navy veteran who fought on the aircraft carrier USS Bunker Hill in the Battle of Okinawa in World War II, asked me when I turned age 18: “Well Doug are you going to get a job now that you have graduated from high school, get drafted for military service, or go to the University of Nevada at Reno (UNR) to get your Bachelor of Science degree (Figure 3)? I was conflicted as I felt an obligation to serve my country given my father’s and uncles’ distinguished military service. My father was suggesting to me that perhaps I should first work on establishing a broader range of career opportunities that develop from a good college education. I followed my father’s lead in the suggestions and options he laid out for me. My father showed paternalistic leadership in terms of guiding me without telling me what my future must be. He left that choice up to me. His advice led to my successful completion of my Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Nevada at Reno, my Master of Science degree from Colorado State University, and my Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkeley with follow-up credentialing as a USDA Forest Service Certified Silviculturist and a California Registered Professional Forester. Leadership was shown in a variety of ways by both my father and I in this example.

Frederick Arnander (2013 stated): “We are all leaders. Leadership is not a position, it is a mindset.” I agree with this statement. The examples that follow in this paper are from personal life experiences to help underscore the published literature on leadership and management. Quotations from notable authors are included
Figure 3. Photo of Father (Isä) Rueben A. Piirto (left) and Son (Poika) Dr. Douglas D. Piirto. 
Omena ei putoa kauas puusta (Like father, like son). (Photo: M. Piirto)

to help illustrate key points. This paper is written to assist aspiring leaders and managers discover and develop their leadership and management abilities.

Key Points:
• Each of us will be asked to lead and manage in a variety of ways as we journey through life. My father (Isä) would advise each of us to rise above each situation, look down on it to get a good view of the situation, and then decide on the proper course of action to lead and manage yourself and others to the future.

• Leaders are organized with clear identification and communication of vision, goals, and objectives.
ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY

My wife Mary and I were discussing leadership and management as to how I might best try to organize this paper for aspiring leaders and managers. I suggested to Mary that I would focus on the published literature more like an annotated bibliography. Mary aptly stated:

"Such a literature review anybody can do. Aspiring leaders and managers want to hear about your real life leadership and management experiences. How else can you speak about leadership and management if you don’t make it personal?"

My colleagues at Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences agreed with that basic intent suggested by my wife Mary. As such, this paper will focus on the leadership and management lessons learned in relation to what has transpired in my life journey hoping that those lessons will be of value to aspiring leaders and managers.

My career has focused on serving others and our community. Leadership is about service which requires credibility, education and professional experience. Perhaps aspiring leaders might consider the following:

"I shall pass this way but once; any good, therefore, that I can do or any kindness that I can show to any human being, let me do it now. Let me not defer nor neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again."

Key Point:
- Followers expect their leaders to have sufficient education, credentials, experience, and commitment to their profession, co-workers and society.

2 Dr. Antti Pasila, Dr. Tapio Varmola, Dr. Juha Tall, Mrs. Pirkko Kivinen, Mrs. Anna Tall, Dr. Risto Lauhanen and others at Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences.

3 Dr. Piiro’s life journey has included experiences as: Undergraduate and graduate student with professional credentials as a California Licensed Forester (No. 2179) and USDA Forest Service Certified Silviculturist; Cal Poly State University Professor of Forestry and Natural Resources (30 years); Cal Poly State University Head for the Natural Resources Management and Environmental Sciences (NRES) Department (14 years); Member and officer of the Society of American Foresters since 1970, Forest Products Society; and other organizations; Forester (i.e., Certified Silviculturist) for 10 years for the USDA Forest Service (Sierra National Forest); Member appointed by President Clinton and later by President Bush to the Giant Sequoia National Monument Science Advisory FACA Committee (GSNM); Consulting Forester/International Consultant; Member of California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (BOF) appointed by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger with approval by the California Legislature 2007-2011; Concerned citizen; and Family member.

4 Stephen Grellot
ENTHUSIASM AND DESIRABLE HABITS
OF EFFECTIVE PEOPLE

There are many different approaches to effective leadership but all must start with inspired, motivated, and enthusiastic people who have developed good habits. The Webster Merriam Dictionary defines enthusiasm as: strong excitement about something, a strong feeling of active interest in something that you like or enjoy. Enthusiasm requires a good attitude and commitment. Enthusiasm can often combat i.e., reduce worry, facilitate teamwork, and get work done more efficiently by motivated/inspired workers. Enthusiasm can make both work and life fun and interesting.

Emerson wrote: "Enthusiasm is the mother of effort, and without it nothing great was ever achieved."

Dale Carnegie further explains: "Today is life – the only life you are sure of. Make the most of today. Get interested in something. Shake yourself awake. Develop a hobby. Let the winds of enthusiasm sweep through you. Live today with gusto."

Enthusiastic leaders and managers have good habits. There are many references that list desirable attributes of effective people [e.g., Covey 1989], good leaders\(^5\) and good managers\(^6\). My experience has shown that effective people, leaders, and managers must be:

1. Honest and trustworthy with a defined set of principles and values;
2. Courageous;
3. Committed and passionate to the job and the people involved;
4. Skilled in human relations with a genuine concern about people. You get respect when you show respect, (Niin metsä vastaa kuin sinne huudetaan);
5. Good, inspirational communicator;
6. Forward thinking and proactive;
7. Professional, organized and purpose driven;
8. Good meeting manager;
9. Punctual;
10. Capable administrator and supervisor particularly in terms of delegation;
11. Self-confident;
12. And much more as the literature clearly suggests.

---

\(^5\) Tanya Prive titled Top 10 Qualities that Make a Great Leader (http://www.forbes.com/sites/tanyaprive/2012/12/19/top-10-qualities-that-make-a-great-leader/)

\(^6\) Understanding the Differences: Leadership vs. Management. (https://www.go2hr.ca/articles/understanding-differences-leadership-vs-management)
All of us in our life journey will be a follower at one point and a leader in another situation. Good leaders ultimately rise to the challenges put before them because their followers and other administrators want them in that leadership role.

Trust and integrity are the hallmark characteristics of good leaders and managers. Good leaders say what they mean and mean what they say (Hyvät johtajat sanovat, mitä tarkoittavat ja tarkoittavat, mitä sanovat). If your co-workers and colleagues have faith and trust in you, and you show faith and trust in them, then almost anything is possible. Working together with visionary and purposeful leadership takes us all to a better future.

Good leaders are supported by the good people that follow their lead. A quote from Ralph Waldo Emerson helps to emphasize these points: "Our chief want is someone who will inspire us to be what we know we could be."

I would be remiss to not point out that courage and conviction are essential attributes of good leaders. One such courageous individual is Ms. Malala Yousafzai the young woman who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for human rights advocacy and for education of women in her native Swat Valley in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa area of northwest Pakistan. Ms. Yousafzai continues to show tremendous courage in all that she has and is doing as a human rights advocate and leader.

Key Points:
• Leadership starts with inspired, motivated, enthusiastic, and courageous people.
• Good leaders have good oral and written communication skills (refer to Carnegie 1936, 1962; Piirto 1989).
• Good leaders have developed good habits as described by Covey (1989) in his book titled "The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People."
• Good leaders like working with people and are committed to all that they undertake.
• Good leaders get involved.
• Good leaders must be trustworthy and honest.

7 Emerson, Ralph Waldo. [http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/r/ralph_waldo_emerson.html]
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

There are literally thousands of papers and references written on leadership styles and principles. How do we begin to develop our leadership skills and abilities? The journey first begins with training and study. In that study quest it is important to first understand the distinction between leadership and management.

There are many definitions for leadership. John Gardner (1993) defines leadership as: "The process of persuasion or example by which an individual (or leadership team) induces a group to pursue objectives held by the leader or shared by the leader and his or her followers." The literature clearly differentiates the two terms of leadership and management (Table 1) as being different yet strongly connected (Bennis 1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>LEADERSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suomi: Johtaminen</td>
<td>Suomi: Johtajuus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administers</td>
<td>Innovates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintains</td>
<td>Develops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manages Tasks</td>
<td>Leads people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on System and Structure</td>
<td>Focuses on people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relies on Control</td>
<td>Inspires People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorter-Range Viewpoint</td>
<td>Longer Range Viewpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asks How and When</td>
<td>Asks What and Why</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focuses on Outcomes</td>
<td>Focuses on Trends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Management vs. Leadership. Adapted from Bennis (1989)

A good leader focused on new initiatives must also be a good manager. For example, a university leader who is primarily focused on his/her vision for the university’s future (e.g., expanded international opportunities, new research initiatives etc.) while putting less emphasis on the day-to-day operations of class scheduling, human relations management, facility management, and so much more will ultimately see a major decline in educational effectiveness as problems develop with those daily, weekly and monthly operations. The day-to-day work must first be achieved before new initiatives are implemented. Yet that same university will ultimately fall behind if new initiatives (e.g., upgraded equipment technology, improved information management, new curriculum development,

learning by discovery etc.] are not implemented to keep the university current and relevant. So, good leaders must insure that good management is occurring either through their own efforts or through good delegation.

So it is within this context that each of us must match our personal attributes i.e., skills, abilities, credentials and experience with the desired leader or manager job description requirements. The literature is quite clear regarding good leadership as being different yet intertwined and connected to good management.

The work of leaders and managers varies in relation to the organizations involved and the types of situations we encounter in our life journey. Leadership and management work activities are intertwined and complimentary as was previously discussed. Trying to be on the forefront of organizational change without giving due consideration to day-to-day good management activities can lead to as one author points out:10 "...complex organizations becoming chaotic in ways that threaten their very existence." Sufficient numbers of people tasked as managers, leaders, and/or some combination of the two are essential to the success of the organization.

John Kotter on his web sites and in his book (1999) titled 'What Leaders Really Do' states:

"But while improving their ability to lead, companies should remember that strong leadership with weak management is no better, and is sometimes actually worse, than the reverse. The real challenge is to combine strong leadership and strong management and use each to balance the other."

Kotter [1999]11 has done a very good job to list and contrast the differences between the work of managers and leaders. He states:

"Management makes systems of people and technology work well day after day, week after week, year after year doing the following work activities: planning and budgeting, organizing and staffing; controlling and problem solving; insure efficient operations."

11 Information presented here is adapted from several publications by John Kotter including his books titled What Leaders Really Do and the Kotter International web site [http://hbr.org/2001/12/what-leaders-really-do/ar/1]
"Leadership on the other hand addresses the systems that managers manage and changes them in fundamental ways to take advantage of opportunities and avoid hazards employing the following work activities: creating vision and strategy; communicating and setting direction; motivating action; aligning people; and transforming systems that managers can manage that allow for growth, evolution, opportunities and hazard avoidance."

Key Points:
- Aspiring leaders must clearly understand the leader/manager job description to insure that they are properly prepared and ready for the position they are applying for.
- Clear delegation of management vs. leadership responsibilities must occur to insure success of the organization.
SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS AND LEADERSHIP STYLES

The leadership style is often adjusted to fit the situation at the time. Situations frequently change requiring an adjustment to the leadership approach. The mark of a good leader is being able to choose the right leadership style at the right time for that situation. However, you cannot make a giant sequoia tree from a turnip seed. Each of us has unique qualities and characteristics that affect how we interact with people. Those personality traits will affect the approach a person will ultimately take to lead an organization. A fundamental question that all of us have to answer is what leadership style will work best for me?

There is no magic bullet as to the “right” leadership style that will fit all situations. The literature reports a relatively wide range of leadership styles with many different names. Murray Johannsen lists 20 different leadership styles with an emphasis on the Transformational Leadership Style that embraces aspects of various different leadership styles. The Wall Street Journal Guide to Management identifies and discusses the following leadership styles making reference to Daniel Goleman’s (2013) book titled Primal Leadership: 1.) visionary; 2.) coaching, 3.) affiliative; 4.) democratic; 5.) pacesetting, 6.) commanding. All aspiring leaders will want to read more about the various leadership styles. Some authors state that you must develop as many different leadership styles as possible to handle the various situations you will be faced with in your journey through life. I concur with that assessment.

Examples of six leadership styles for providing direction, implementing plans, and motivating people as listed in Wikipedia are further discussed below in relation to actual situations I have experienced as a leader:
1. Authoritarian — Strict, close control by the boss;
2. Paternalistic — Complete concern for followers and workers with complete trust;
3. Democratic — Shared decision-making with guidance by a specific leader;
4. Laissez-faire — The worker is fully empowered in the decision making process (i.e., boss is hands off);
5. Transactional — Strict adherence to established routines and procedures (i.e., by the book) with worker rewards;

6. Transformational—A variety of leadership styles are used by charismatic leader to change/transform, challenge, and inspire others;

A few examples in my career where these different leadership styles were employed are discussed in the following sections.

**Leadership as a Forest Scientist**

As a forest scientist you must always be on the hunt for good research ideas, especially those ideas that are fundamentally important to better forest and land management decisions. Proposals must be written with a clear purpose and need for the proposed research. Once grants are obtained, then the project work must be delegated to co-workers (i.e., other scientists, graduate students, administrative support personnel, technicians) with established deadlines. Experiments and trials must be conducted, data collected and analyzed, papers developed, published, and presented at professional/scientific meetings. In this context the Project Leaders (i.e., the lead scientist/professor) uses a variety of leadership styles which in my case included authoritarian, paternalistic, and democratic approaches. Concerns about long-term management of coast redwood stands (Standiford et. al. 2012, Piirto et. al. 2012; Piirto et. al. 1997b, 1997c), pitch canker infected native stands of Monterey pine (Stephens et. al. 2004; Piirto and Valkonen 2005; Ferchaw et. al. 2013), and central coast oak woodlands (Rice et. al. 2004) required scientific leadership on the part of many people insuring that publishable peer reviewed papers were produced in a timely manner per the expectations of the funding organizations. Science must be part of the information used by leaders in arriving at informed, justifiable, and defensible decisions.

Likewise science has been and is very important to the management decisions made for Sierra Nevada giant sequoia groves and their associated ecosystems (Figures 4 and 5). This underpinning of science to management was clearly evident in the management planning for the Giant Sequoia National Monument (GSNM) created by Presidential Proclamation signed by President Clinton on April 15, 2000. A GSNM Science Advisory Board was established as a result of that proclamation to help USDA Forest Service leaders develop a Management Plan (USDA Forest Service 2012) and associated Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). I was asked to serve on that Science Advisory Board (Clark et. al. 2003) and to assist both the Sierra National Forest and the Sequoia National Forest to develop an ecological foundation for management of National Forest giant sequoia groves. That work to implement ecosystem management principles
in giant sequoia groves led to several peer reviewed publications (Piirto and Rogers 2002, 1999a, 1999b; Piirto et. al. 1997a; Piirto 1994). Leadership occurs in many different ways by scientists, concerned citizens, and agency leaders as these examples clearly demonstrate.

Figure 4. USDA Forest Service Giant Sequoia National Monument. (Photo cropped from “Sequoia Entrance” by Flickr user Sequoia Hughes used under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 license.)

Figure 5. Awesome Giant Sequoia Trees in Mountain Home Demonstration State Forest (Photo: D. Piirto)
Leadership as a Teacher and Professor

Professors are also involved in teaching and mentoring students [Figure 6]. A professor wanting to make a difference in terms of teaching must be “passionate” about their subject area to such an extent that it shows in the classroom. Students learn when they listen, work, and learn by doing with enthusiastic and interesting faculty members. Nothing is more boring than a professor reading their lecture notes prepared many years ago. The professor must be awe inspiring and current to help students expand their knowledge of the subject area. So in this context, the leadership style being followed is perhaps best described as transformational yet at times the professor must be paternalistic and authoritarian to insure that the course, program and university expectations (i.e., learning outcomes and student performance) as listed in the course syllabus and university catalog are being met.

Figure 6. Cal Poly Students with Dr. Antti Pasila (SeAMK Dean) and Dr. Douglas D. Piirto (Professor at Cal Poly) at Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences in Ilmajoki, Finland. [Photo: M. Piirto]
Leadership as an Academic Department Head

Professors are often, depending on their academic achievements, asked to lead the academic department they are in as either a Department Head or Chair as was the case for me. I served as the Department Head for the National Resources Management and Environmental Sciences (NRES) Department at Cal Poly for 14 years. A lot of work and many accomplishments occurred during that timeframe, more than I can comment on here. Fourteen years is a long time to serve as a university department head. What did I do to survive and succeed for that period of time? Four management and leadership strategies stand out in my mind as being important to the success of an academic department.

First, the Department Head or Chair must clearly understand that working with faculty and staff in a university setting (i.e., the Academy) is not the same as working with a group of workers on the factory floor. Professors are self-starters and seek a lot of independence and autonomy for their assigned role in the university. University faculty and staff want to be consulted (shared governance) on all major administrative decisions affecting the department, college and university but they would rather leave all the nitty-gritty details up to the Department Head and other administrators.

Second, academic programs must always be evaluated in terms of their relevance and currency. The Department Head or Chair must periodically be involved in strategic planning and program/accreditation reviews [e.g., Piirto 2014; Shelton et. al. 2006] to insure that currency is maintained and enhanced. Follow-up development of an Action Plan that implements the accepted recommendations of those reviews is essential to timely enhancement of department programs.

Third, an outside advisory council can help keep the Department Head, other administrators, faculty, and staff in tune with changes in the professions the department serves (refer to Figure 7). The outside advisory council can be tasked to provide information to the academic Department Head, faculty and staff on emerging trends, career/job opportunities, sources of research funding/donations, curriculum concerns, and so much more which in turn can lead to better programmatic decisions.
Fourth, application of good meeting management (Frank 1989), effective communication (Carnegie 1962; Piirto 1989) and human relations (Carnegie 1936) principles learned from training and experience must be sincerely and enthusiastically applied to garner trust, respect, and most importantly teamwork.

**Leadership as a Practicing Forester and Agency Official**

As an agency officer with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service I was responsible for timber management program on both the Kings River and later the Pineridge Ranger Districts of the Sierra National Forest. A large number of people were assigned to work with me on this forest management, timber sale preparation, sale administration, reforestation and timber stand improvement program. Goals, objectives and tasks were clearly identified for the people assigned to work with and for me. The employees knew what work needed to be done and I gave them plenty of latitude to get that work done within the context of known agency procedures and protocols. Yet there were many situations where the boss must be the boss to insure that specific agency policies regarding time, attendance, performance standards, safety and much more were being followed by all employees under their direction. Various leadership styles (e.g., authoritarian, democratic, paternalistic, and others) were used depending on the specific situation. Good discussion, feedback, and employee agreement to the work at hand is essential no matter what leadership style is used.
Leadership as an Advocate

As a USDA Forest Service employee and as a U.S. citizen, I was concerned about the proposed Dinkey Dam project and its environmental impacts on the Sierra National Forest. So, I stepped forward and spoke out. The proposed dam project would have diverted water from several streams via an underground tunnel beneath McKinley Grove (i.e., old-growth giant sequoias) forming a reservoir (i.e., man-made lake) in the Dinkey Creek Area of the Sierra National Forest. The Dinkey Creek area is a very popular recreation site with significant historical and archaeological sites. And, over 90% of California’s rivers have already been altered in major ways for hydroelectric and dam projects.

To my chagrin, I was directed to plan out the removal of the timber for the Dinkey Creek Water Development Project. The proposed project infuriated me to such an extent that I asked the District Ranger to assign me to other projects. I also requested that I be allowed to submit letters of opposition representing only myself to the deciding agencies involved. I was granted permission to do so. Many people in addition to myself were opposed to this project. As a result, Dinkey Dam was not built and hopefully never will be given the major environmental impacts involved in its construction. Water is important to the people of California but so are our natural ecosystems, historical and archaeological sites. Yes many people were alarmed that I would speak out against the project. But many more people agreed with me. Did I exert leadership in all of this, you bet I did. It took courage, conviction, and good diplomacy to speak up. I was my own boss in this effort to make a difference.

Leadership as a Concerned Citizen

Finally as a last professional work example, consider the following question: When is it OK as a scientist or agency manager to speak out publically on forestry, natural resources, agriculture, or environmental issues? Here leadership on the part of the scientist or manager cannot occur if people are not aware of the good research work and facts associated with a particular environmental issue.

Diplomacy and tact are essential to all our human interactions. However, nothing is gained when the facts are not all known by all. So in that context we must not be reluctant to speak out on matters that concern us (e.g., Piirto 2004, 2011). If in your heart of hearts, you feel an urgent need to speak out...then do so but be sure to do so in a strategic, tactful and diplomatic fashion.
Family Leadership

The work we each do helps to define who we are. We work to provide income, fulfillment, health, and retirement benefits for ourselves and our family. However, we must not allow our work to overshadow our family life. Let us all try to first remember our families and friends as we do our work to provide for their welfare. Family must come first.

Which Leadership Style Is Best?

Well that question can only be answered in relation to the situation and the people involved. Certainly I have employed many different leadership styles in the various roles I have had in my career.

Key Points:
• Many different leadership styles have been used.
• The right leadership style depends on the situation and the people involved.
• Leadership occurs in many different ways in our life.
• Good leadership takes courage and conviction to get the job done correctly, on time, and well received.
• Good leadership requires good human relations, communication, and people management skills.
• Science must be part of the information used by leaders in arriving at informed, justifiable, and defensible decisions.
• Remain committed to your family and keep them the center of your attention as you do your work.
CASE STUDY:
CALIFORNIA BOARD OF FORESTRY AND FIRE PROTECTION

Leadership and management require that we get involved as has been previously mentioned. The degree to which we do get involved obviously depends on our life circumstances at the time. In 2007 I was appointed by the Governor and California Legislature to become a Member of the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (BOF). What an amazing experience that turned out to be. I served in that capacity for four years (Figure 8 and Figure 9). In that time frame I learned so much about myself and about California governance. None of that would have happened had I not stepped forward to take this largely volunteer appointment. At first I was somewhat intimidated by how much I would need to know and do in this appointment to the BOF.

Figure 8. California Government—An Amazing Experience. [Photo: D. Piirto]
The California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (BOF) came into existence in 1885. This BOF was originally created by Legislature in 1885 to:

- Collect/disseminate forestry and tree culture statistics;
- Make investigations;
- Enforce and carry out national and state forestry laws (i.e., early Board members had Peace Officer authority);
- Provide input to local, state and federal authorities;
- Act with a special view to water supply;
- Provide fire suppression and reforestation of fire damaged areas.

The laws, rules, regulations and policies have evolved over the years and as such, a Board Member must fully understand this historical context in relation to the current issues before the BOF (CDF 2014).

A particularly poignant case occurred as a result of the 1907 San Francisco earthquake and associated devastating fire that destroyed most of San Francisco. Our reputation as Americans is to pick up the pieces and rebuild for a better future, which we did in the case of rebuilding San Francisco. Much of the timber, lumber and building materials for this effort came from nearby counties (e.g., San Mateo, Santa Cruz). The massive timber harvesting effort to provide enough
lumber to rebuild San Francisco was no small task. Whole forested landscapes were cut (Figure 10). Fortunately coast redwood stands are fairly resilient and have come back to wonderful second-growth coast redwood forests (Figure 11). However, many people objected to the unregulated cutting of entire landscapes no matter how noble the reasons. So in that context, California citizens have been and are actively engaged in what happens to forested landscapes on state and private lands through effective oversight by the BOF. Today forest land owners and Registered Professional Foresters must go through a very detailed environmental and public review before permits will be authorized to harvest timber for commercial purposes. These laws have evolved over time as a result of new legislation, evolving policy interpretation, and court decisions.

Figure 10. Little Creek Watershed at Swanton Pacific Ranch in Santa Cruz County around 1920 (Photo: Cal Poly)

Figure 11. Little Creek Watershed Second Growth Coast Redwood 90 Years Later. Notice the 2008 selection timber harvesting that is currently occurring. A major change from what occurred in the early 1900s. (Photo: D. Piirto)
The BOF has evolved, as have the laws that created it. Even though the BOF was created in 1885, there were no state laws or regulations regarding forest management and commercial harvest on state and privately owned lands in California prior to 1934. We began to see some involvement of counties in the late 1930 and early 1940s to regulate forest management and timber harvest on state and private lands in California. The first California Forest Practice Act was passed in 1945. It was later decided in 1971 by the court in the Bayside Timber Case (i.e., Bayside Timber Company vs. San Mateo County) that there were major problems with this original 1945 Act, particularly with reference to proper enforcement of the act. As a result the California Legislature passed the 1972 Professional Foresters Law and the 1973 Z’Berg Nejedly Forest Practices Act.

The Z’Berg Nejedly Act is a system of regulation to sustain commercial forestland productivity while giving consideration to other values. The Act requires completion of a Timber Harvest Plan (THP) by a Registered Professional Forester as input to the Director of the Cal Fire to permit or disallow the proposed forest management activities. The act and the associated Forest Practice Rules\textsuperscript{16} serve as a standard for law enforcement that specifies:
- All timber sales must be inspected;
- A public review process must be followed as a means to convey information, gain public involvement, and assure protection of resources is occurring;
- All work must be compliant with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), other California and Federal laws. The required THP document is considered functionally equivalent to Environmental Impact Report (EIR) required by CEQA;
- All harvested areas where regeneration cutting has occurred must meet stocking standards within a specified period of time after completion of timber harvest activities;
- Major environmental values must be protected.

The associated Forest Practice Rules developed by the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (BOF) to implement the Z’Berg Nejedly Forest Practices Act are developed for three Forest Districts: Northern, Southern, and Coastal.

The current BOF has nine members appointed by the Governor with subsequent approval by the California Legislature with three members representing forest industry, one member representing the range/livestock industry, and five members representing the general public. A Chair is appointed from these

nine members to lead the BOF with assistance from an Executive Officer and associated staff employees. A significant challenge of BOF Board members is to be constantly aware of the California Legislative intent as contrasted to the discretion of the BOF when developing associated forest practice rules and regulations that are responding to contemporary issues. The BOF develops a yearly Strategic Plan with associated goals, objectives and tasks to guide and make known its expected annual work.

Many people serving as leaders, managers and followers have and are affecting this entire forest practices regulatory process with roles changing as situations change. Issues facing the BOF vary from year to year with attention being paid to what is considered an urgent public need. Such issues as salmonid protection in relation to Water Lake Protection Zone (WLPZ) requirements was a major issue of consideration for a long period of time with final adoption of a rule package by the BOF around 2010 (Figure 12). Contemporary issues requiring BOF leadership action focus on such topics as climate change, fire protection requirements, road rules, land use pressures, forest health (e.g., Sudden Oak Death, Pitch Canker), working forest landscapes, and so much more.

Figure 12. Coho Salmon in California Streams Requiring California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection (BOF) Leadership (Photo: "Fish2479" by Flickr user NOAA Photo Library used under Creative Commons Attributions 2.0 Licence.)
Key Points:

- It is important to understand the historical context when placed in a leadership role.
- Leadership requires good knowledge of the people, agencies, and organizations that affect development and interpretation of laws, policies, rules and regulations.
- Laws, rules, regulations, and associated policies change requiring that we must be forever vigilant, informed and current with our knowledge.
- Strategic planning documents must be regularly developed to identify goals, objectives, tasks, roles, responsibilities, and timelines to effectively manage and lead an organization.
- Leaders must respond to contemporary issues forthrightly and in a proactive manner.
- Good leadership involves many people working effectively together to make a difference (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Members of the California Board of Forestry and Fire Protection presenting the Francis Raymond Award to Dr. Bill Libby in 2009 (Photo: Board of Forestry and Fire Protection)
SUMMARY

We can and do make a difference as we live our lives. Our life experiences are filled with numerous actions taken on our parts that have positive and negative effects. Effective leadership and management helps each of us make the right decisions. The leader in you must face the challenge to proactively affect the future for the benefit of society, the organization you are associated with, yourself, and most importantly your family.

Becoming all that you can be requires leadership and management. It is important to recognize that our most important decisions in life are made with one or two other people. Leadership and management are even more important in those life situations than they are in our work lives.

This paper has attempted to describe the differences between leadership and management, their relation to one another, leadership styles, and some key points for your further consideration. Leadership and management are about service. In serving others, others see the leader and manager in us. When people come to trust and respect you, they will follow your lead. It takes heart, courage, path finding, delegation, enabling, and so much more to be an effective leader. Are you up to the challenge?

Review of Leadership and Management Key Points

Twenty-three key points were listed in this paper for consideration by aspiring leaders and managers. All are important in some form, fashion, or way to get the job done and as such, the reader is encouraged to review them from time to time. Seven of those 23 key points stand out, in my opinion, as being very important to our work as leaders and managers (bolded items shown below):

1. Leaders must rise above each situation, look down on it to get a good view of the situation, and then decide on the proper course of action to lead and manage yourself and others to the future.
2. Leaders are organized with clear identification and communication of vision, goals, and objectives.
3. Followers expect their leaders to have sufficient education, credentials, experience, and commitment to their profession, co-workers, and society.
4. Leadership starts with inspired, motivated, enthusiastic, and courageous people.
5. Good leaders have good oral and written communication skills (refer to Carnegie 1936, 1962; Piirto 1989).

6. Good leaders have developed good habits as described by Covey (1989) in his book titled “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People.”

7. Good leaders like working with people. They are committed to all that they undertake.

8. Good leaders get involved.

9. Good leaders must be trustworthy and honest.

10. Aspiring leaders must clearly understand the leader/manager job description to insure that they are properly prepared and ready for the position they are applying for.

11. Clear delegation of management vs. leadership responsibilities must occur to insure success of the organization.

12. Many different leadership styles have been used.

13. The right leadership style depends on the situation and the people involved.

14. Leadership occurs in many different ways in our life.

15. Good leadership takes courage and conviction to get the job done correctly, on time, and well received.

16. Good leadership requires good human relations, communication, and people management skills (i.e., you get respect when you show respect).

17. Science must be part of the information used by leaders in arriving at informed, justifiable, and defensible decisions.

18. It is important to understand the historical context when placed in a leadership role.

19. Leadership requires good knowledge of the people, agencies, and organizations that affect development and interpretation of laws, policies, rules and regulations.

20. Laws, rules, regulations, and associated policies change requiring that we must be forever vigilant, informed and current with our knowledge.

21. Strategic planning documents must be regularly developed to identify goals, objectives, tasks, roles responsibilities, and timelines to effectively manage and lead an organization.

22. Leaders must respond to contemporary issues forthrightly and in a proactive manner.

23. Good leadership involves many people working effectively together to make a difference.
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